Abstract-A cavity-backed slot antenna is thought to be one of the most suitable elements for the wireless transmission of microwave energy. A design technique is developed for the cavitybacked slot antenna using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The technique is effective in characterizing antenna performance such as the input impedance and the far-field pattern since it takes into account the geometry of the feeder as well as the cavity. In this paper, we present a method that overcomes difficulties when the FDTD method is used to design the antenna. Moreover, we discuss how to determine the calculation parameters used in the FDTD analysis. Several numerical results are presented, along with measured data, which demonstrate the validity, efficiency, and capability of the techniques. The paper proposes a new prediction method for frequency characteristics of the cavity-backed slot antenna, which applies computational windows to time-sequence data. It is emphasized that windowing the slow decaying signal enables the extraction of accurate antenna characteristics. We also discuss how to estimate antenna patterns when we use a sinusoidal voltage excitation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CAVITY-BACKED slot antenna [1] satisfies the requirements of flush mounting as well as small size and light weight. Moreover, when it is used in an array configuration, it produces small mutual effects and thus is a suitable element in large antenna array systems such as a phased-array antenna [2] . For reasons mentioned above, we propose using a cavitybacked slot antenna as the microwave energy transmission antenna element for the solar power satellite (SPS) [3] . Now, we make an attempt to develop a cavity-backed slot antenna element whose geometry satisfies the conditions specified in [3] . Accordingly, we should develop an efficient technique of design, which allows us to consider the cavity geometry and the feed structure.
The method of moment (MoM) has been proposed as a technique of design for the cavity-backed slot antenna [2] , [4] . It analyzes the antenna as a boundary value problem which is a set of integral equations for the electric field distribution on the slot and current distribution of the feed line. These analyses Manuscript received December 11, 1996 ; revised December 19, 1997. This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Developmental Scientific Research (A) (2) 06505002 from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture of Japan.
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deal with the cavity-backed slot antennas with an infinite ground plane of a perfect electric conductor. Furthermore, it is assumed that the antenna and slot are excited by known volume electric and magnetic current densities inside the cavity or possible electric surface current density on the aperture. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the input impedance of the model, which has an arbitrary feed structure inside the cavity using these methods. Radiation patterns are given in the halfspace over the infinite ground plane of the perfect electric conductor since the ground plane is placed surrounding the slot. In order to analyze complex, finite, and discontinuous antennas, we should use the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [5] incorporated into the MoM. Moreover, a technique using hybrid finite-element method (FEM)/MoM and GTD was presented to analyze the radiation characteristics of cavityfed aperture antennas in a finite ground plane [6] . Recently, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique has gained a lot of attention as a method for analyzing electromagnetic fields in the time domain [7] . The technique presents dynamically and visually the variation of the electromagnetic field in the transient state as well as in the steady state. The availability of the FDTD methods to evaluate antenna characteristics has also been shown in [8] . We present a technique to design a cavity-backed slot antenna using the FDTD method. We provide solutions to problems encountered in the analysis using the FDTD technique. Moreover, the procedure of specifying FDTD parameters for evaluation of antenna characteristics is shown.
The paper is divided into four sections after this introduction. Section II describes FDTD formulation and modeling of a cavity-backed slot antenna. In Section III, we compare the experimental results of input characteristics with analytical ones. Moreover, we comment on suitable windowing functions to estimate the antenna characteristics using the FDTD technique. In Section IV, we show analytical results of the radiation patterns. We also present the method of specifying parameters for the FDTD calculation after we discuss time periods related to radiation pattern analysis. Finally, a brief summary of this paper is provided in the last section. sions of the cavity are chosen under the assumption that the TE mode is excited in the cavity. In order to excite the cavity, a monopole element is used which is located in the cavity. The separation between the slot and the monopole is 61.5 mm which corresponds to a half wavelength. The length of a monopole is a quarter of wavelength (29.5 mm).
In order to develop the FDTD formulation for the model, the problem space including the antenna is quantized by Yee cells (cubical cells) [7] . Since the model is symmetric with respect to the -plane including the monopole element, only half of the problem space is used in the FDTD formulation. There are ten cells between the antenna and outer boundary in each direction of the axis coordinates. Consequently the number of cells are 78 in the direction, 39 in the direction and 44 in the direction. The wire is modeled by 19 cells and the slot by 2 38 cells. On the outer boundary, the FDTD algorithm employs the second-order absorbing boundary condition proposed by Higdon [9] to simulate the field sampling space extending to infinity by suppressing reflections off the outer boundary. In order to include the effects of the relatively small wire radius, the magnetic fields surrounding the electric field components along the wire monopole axis are calculated [10] . Here the wire radius is set at 0.5 mm. In order to excite a cavity, a voltage source is located on the wire axis at the base of the monopole where it joins the cavity. In the computational simulations we use a Gaussian pulse or a sinusoidal wave. The time-step size is given by , where is the frequency of 2.45 GHz, and is the speed of light in free-space. The time-step size provides accurate results and stability [11] . We assume that the wire and the cavity are composed of perfect conductor.
III. INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
We evaluate the input impedance using the FDTD method. For the impedance computations a Gaussian pulse of the from (otherwise) (1) is used. Here is a positive number, is the maximum number of time steps, the cell at is located at the antenna feed point, and is . From (1), the pulse will exist from until ; approximated as zero outside this range, with peak value at . The Gaussian pulse at truncation (at ) will have a value of 3.06 10 . Thus, at truncation the pulse is almost zero. Then the current in the wire of the source model can be obtained using a discretized form of Ampere's law that assumes the form
The transient time-domain current through the base of the probe due to the Gaussian source voltage computed using FDTD is shown in Fig. 2 for . It is clear from the figure that the amplitude of the current doesn't converge to zero after 2 iterations since the electromagnetic field generated in the cavity exists for a long time. The time histories of the voltage and current are discrete Fourier transformed, and the input impedance versus frequency is determined. As a result, calculating the frequency characteristics with the current waveform shown in Fig. 2 results in additive errors caused by the aliasing feature. One approach to circumvent this problem is to extrapolate the time signature to late times after truncating the time iteration to a reasonable number of initial time steps. A number of methods [12] - [15] have been employed for extrapolation of FDTD signatures. However, the usage of these methods is not easy because of the parameter specification and restrictions of the models. We propose a method that applies computational windows to time-domain responses [16] . The effectiveness of computational windows for the FDTD analysis of input characteristics has never been reported. The windowed data give a reasonable estimation of input impedance although the approach does not contribute to the decrease of the total amount of time step. Fig. 3 shows input characteristics where a solid line denotes the experimental result and circles connected by a broken line denote the simulation result. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the characteristics using a rectangular window and a hanning window, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 3(a) that the simulation result is fluctuating. Fig. 4 shows frequency spectra obtained from the Fourier transform of the voltage and current waveforms. Fig. 4(a) shows the spectra with the rectangular window. The spectrum of the voltage decreases with an increase in frequency. On the other hand, the current has the high aliased spectral levels that fold back into the low-frequency band. This spectral leakage occurs due to the discontinuity of the waveform at the boundary of the observed range, , so the computational windowing technique is applied to decrease the discontinuity and prevent spectral aliasing. The simulation result in Fig. 3(b) that is calculated using the hanning window is in good agreement with the experimental result. Fig. 4(b) shows the frequency spectra computed with the hanning window. We conclude that the spectrum of the current decreases with an increase in frequency and windowing the slow decaying signal decreases the spectral leakage. Hence, it is valid to use the computational windows for the analysis of input characteristics. The most suitable window function for the numerical estimation of the input characteristics satisfies conditions that the differential values of the function at the boundaries of and are continuous as well as the function itself. The conditions are also fulfilled by the Blackman window.
Next, Fig. 5 shows the relation between the number of iterations and input characteristics calculated with the hanning window, where we choose four kinds of the total number of time steps, , , , and . It is clear from Fig. 5(a) and (b) that FDTD results agree well with measurements when is 2 and 2 . When is 2 and 2 , local minimum values of at the frequencies of 1.9 GHz, 3.0 GHz, and 4.2 GHz are more emphasized compared with measurements. Therefore, we conclude that the method requires as many as 2 or 2 time steps when computational windows are applied to the FDTD analysis.
IV. FAR-FIELD RADIATION PATTERN
In this section, we evaluate far-field radiation patterns using the FDTD technique. For the computation of antenna patterns, it is necessary to have far-field data. These far-field data can be obtained from FDTD through the near-to far-field transformation [17] . This transformation is used to define equivalent magnetic and electric surface currents based on near-field data. In this section, we use the method with which radiation patterns are computed only at the frequency of 2.45 GHz [18] . The method uses the sinusoidal voltage excitation given by
Where is set to . The equivalent magnetic and electric surface currents vary sinusoidally in the steady state, so a set of complex electromagnetic fields is calculated at every period.
Fifteen cells are arranged from the surface of the analyzed model to the boundary of the problem space. The surfaces on which the equivalent magnetic and electric currents are computed is parallelepiped four cells in from the boundaries of the problem space because the outer three cells have been already used in order to apply the absorbing boundary condition. Fig. 6 shows the antenna patterns of FDTD calculations and measurements. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) indicates plane ( plane) and plane ( plane) radiation patterns at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. The solid line denotes the experimental result and circles denote the FDTD result at the 129th period. It is clear from the figures that the computed antenna pattern displays an accurate agreement with the experimental result. Fig. 7 shows FDTD results of radiation pattern related to the period. In these figures a solid line denotes the antenna pattern at the 129th period and circles denote patterns at the second, third, fifth, and ninth period, respectively. Gains of radiation pattern in the fifth and the ninth periods are different from those at the 129th period by less than 0.52 and 0.39 dB's although there are differences of less than 4.79 dB between radiation patterns at the second and the 129th periods. The same results and conclusions are also obtained in the case of the plane radiation pattern. 
V. CONCLUSION
The paper describes the numerical method to design a cavity-backed slot antenna, which is planed to be used as a microwave energy transmission antenna element for the solar power satellite. We propose to use the FDTD technique with which we can model precisely the cavity geometry and the feed structure located in the cavity. Moreover, we clarify the method of the analysis for the input characteristics and the radiation pattern using the FDTD technique.
In evaluating the input characteristics, we propose to apply the computation window to the current flowing through the feed point. The FDTD result has good agreement with the experimental result. And it is also clear that the method requires as many as 2 or 2 time steps to realize good estimations. As a result, windowing the slow decaying signal enables the extraction of accurate antenna characteristics. The FDTD result of the radiation pattern agrees with the experimental result very well. We also discuss how many periods are needed to estimate antenna patterns when we use the sinusoidal voltage excitation.
It may be concluded that the new design method of the cavity-backed slot antennas using the FDTD technique is verified. Moreover, we assure that the method is also useful to evaluate antenna characteristics for other types of cavity geometry and feed structure. We will report about these FDTD analysis results in the future.
